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ABSTRACT
This paper was a study of the student perceptions of the Chemawa
Alcohol Education Center at Chemawa Indian School including a review
of the literature on adolescent drinking, Indian youth in particular.
Students who entered the.CAEC building during the week of November 14
21, 1972, were individually interviewed to determine the demographfc
data on the student population, patterns of participation, and student
ideas about the CAEC program.

It was discovered that students inter

viewed prefer this year's program over last year's, that students
brought in for drinking violations were more involved in the counsel
ing aspects of the program, and that the student group interviewed did
indeed have need for a special kind of alcohol education center.

The

findings were inconclusive that students had ideas for significant
change in the program, that the outreach of the CAEC counselors was
the most important means of advertising for the program, and that there
was a difference in program use by the Northwest and Alaskan students
at Chemawa.
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CHAPTER I
ALCOHOL EDUCATION POR INDIAN YOUTH

Alcoholism and alcohol abuse are recognized problems in the United
States.

Alcohol is the most abused and least worried about drug now

being consumed by the public.

Alcohol abuse leads to deaths by accident

and by violence, contributes to disease of the liver, heart and brain,
and leads to malnutrition, crime, broken families, mental illness and
poverty.

Among Indian people, alcoholism is at an epidemic level with

rates at least two times the national average (HEW, 1971).
The alcohol problem is not limited to adults.

There have been

many studies which assess the amount and kind of alcohol use and abuse
by adolescents.

It is clear from these studies that adolescents are

using alcohol at increasingly early ages and that abuse is associated
with problems among this age group.

Adolescents mirror the alcohol use

of their parents before they are legally or developmentally ready to
handle

t~e

responsibility.

Many of the other problems which occur

during adolescence are made more acute by drinking.
Indian youth are greatly affected by both the drinking behavior
of Indian adults and by their aggravated adolescent difficulties.

They

come from backgrounds where drinking behavior is conducive to alcoholism
and where drinking is used as a mechanism for coping with the poverty,
discrimination, despair and oppression that 'face Indian people daily.
Boarding school presents another set of problems that the Indian youth
must face.

Racism and educational discrimination have brought the youth
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to the boarding school.

There are pressures to do well in the white

man's educational system as well as pressure not to abandon the tradi
tiona! ways of the people.

The youth must contend with homesickness,

new rules and procedures, less freedom, a new community to become
acquainted with and survive in, and increased contact with other youth
with similar problems.
Alcohol education is seen as one means of altering the rate of
alcoholism among the adult population and the abuse of alcohol by youth.
Alcohol education is not merely a personal aid in deciding the costs and
benefits of drinking and in gaining as much information as possible.
Youth are also the future decision makers in the country and should be
armed with knowledge for adequate legislation on the topic.
(Hirsh, 1952) states:

One author

"They must be helped to investigate and to deter

mine what steps society can take to treat and care for the problem
drinkers in our midst." (p. 21)

With these issues in mind, states have

attempted to create alcohol education programs.
second state, following Mississippi
priation for alcohol education.

i~

Oregon in 1943 was the

1940, to grant legislative appro

Now most states retain committees within

state boards of education that oversee this area of education in the
schools.

(Oregon State Department of Education, 1956)

Indian boarding schools have followed the lead of public schools
in providing alcohol education within the structure of the health classes
and any other class (perhaps modern problems or chemistry) where it might
seem appropriate.

There has been counseling offered to students who have

drinking problems, of course.

But the special needs of the Indian board

ing school students in regards to alcohol have not been met.

Boarding
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schools are residential so that for nine months of the year, the school
is home for these 'students.

Parents are not available for guidance, and

the school must be "parent" as well as teacher, enforcer of rules, and
establishment.

Alcohol education in this setting should be more than

just a two-week unit in a health class, since the boarding school is
dealing daily with hundreds of high school students in the real world.
Rather than superficial education and control, the boarding school
should offer preventive education, treatment if needed, and concrete,
meaningful alternatives to abusive drinking.
Adolescent Drinking
In documenting the need for special alcohol education programs for
youth, several articles indicate the general concern by par"ents, teach
ers, school administrators and law enforcement officials over adolescent
drinking.

These articles decry the amount of drinking among youth and

demand greater public information as well as increased alcohol education
programs in school (David, 1962, Landers, 1964, Lang, 1964, MUllin, 1968,
oppenheim, 1961, Wilson, 1965).

For the most part these articles are

emotional appeals to alert others to the widespread use among youth, but
add little substantive information.

Several books on alcoholism (Bacon,

1958, Wilkinson, 1970) also include a chapter dedicated to the teen-age
drinking phenomenon.

Here youthful drinking is seen as an attempt to

gain grown-up rights and privileges, which youth are systematically
denied in our society, to complement the grown-up responsibilities which
they are expected to fulfill.

One author in Alcohol

~

Civilization

(Lucia, 1963) states that "drinking behavior provides an ideal symbol of
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the achievement of adult status."

(p.216)

Drinking among youth is

understandable but still cause for concern in our' society.
Since 1947 there has been an increasing amount of data on the
drinking habits of American youth.

This investigator has attempted to

condense the results of the surveys done in Idaho and Utah (Pearce and
Garrett, 1970), Kansas (McCluggage, 1956), Kentucky (Kane and Patterson,
1972), Massachusetts (Blacker, 1965), the Midwest (Maddox and McCall,
1964), Mississippi (Globetti, 1969), New Hampshire (MacKay, 1967),
New Mexico (Forslund and Gustafson, 1969), New York (Chappell, 1953),
North Carolina (Alexander and Campbell, 1967), and Oregon (1962) among
high school students; one study among college age students (Straus .. and
Bacon, 1953); and one discussion of the results of two nationwide polls,
the Purdue Opinion Panel Poll of 1958 and the Gallup Youth Study of
1961 (Maddox, 1964).
These surveys show that about two thirds of high school students
in America drink at least occasionally, ranging from 23% in the Midwest
to 86% in New York.

There seems to be more drinking in urban areas than

in rural areas and more drinking among boys than girls, but no relation
ship between drinking and social class or family income.

Drinking tends

to be temperate for the most part among youth,with heavy drinking usu
ally seen as a problem.

The percentage of youth drinking increases with

age from 13 to 17 and then tends to level off at 18 or 19.

Margaret

Bacon (1968), in a general review of the research, finds that:
Although these studies were made in widely separated parts
of the country and as much as ten years apart, the statistics
are remarkably similar ••• The available evidence then does not
indicate that there is any marked increase in teen-age drinking.
(p. 36)
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The first drink occurs at an average age of 13-14 with the range being
from 12 in New Hampshire to 15 in Utah.
book

~n

Arthur Cain (1963), in a hand

the use and abuse of alcohol by youth, states that the average

age for beginning to drink in the United States is 17, although he
might mean the onset of social drinking as a practice which is a mean
ing different than the age at the first drink.

These studies report

that the first drink is usually taken at home with the youth's parents
(polls show 60%) especially among girls and non-delinquents (both as
high as 75%).

Those who more often begin drinking with peers tend to

live in abstinent communities or to be delinquent.

Although several

studies report that nearly half of the students who drink have been
drunk at least once (from 27% in Kentucky to 60% in New Mexico) or high
at least once (from 50% in Kentucky to 71% in New Mexico), very few
youths have been drunk enough to get sick (10%), to pass out (3-10%),
or to be arrested for drinking violations (4-5%).

Studies reporting on

delinquent youths who drink show that they are more likely than students
in general to abuse alcohol:

drunk (60%), high (75%), sick (40%), pass

out (45%) and arrested for drinking (38%).

Reasons given for drinking

by high school students in general have been mainly peer pressure,
liking the taste and being curious.

Delinquent reasons are more likely

to include reasons like feeling sad, feeling angry or wanting to get
drunk.

Youth from abstinent communities gave reasons of peer pressure

and rebellion.

Kane and Patterson determined that 40% of the students

in their study had alcoholic relatives, a factor which is associated

by some with potential alcohol abuse among youth (Jessor, 1968, 1970,
P~ttman

and Snyder, 1962).
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Thus in general the research done on adolescent drinking in the
United States shows that most youth have experienced alcohol; that
they are for the most part a temperate group; that they come from all
racial and socio-economic groups; that most learn to drink with their
parents' permission at home; and that most function adequately with,
or at least in spite of, their alcohol use.

The next step is to look

at the small, but significant group of youth who have an alcohol
problem or are potentially the future problem drinkers.
James MacKay (1961) looked at the case histories of twenty youth,
age 13-18, who were being treated for alcohol problems in Massachusetts.
These youth had an established drinking pattern by the first year of
adolescence which had become a problem to society as well as themselves.
MacKay discovered that everyone of their fathers was alcoholic and
many mothers were also.

MOst of these fathers had left the family per

manently before the youth reached adolescence, and deprivation in the
home was apparent.

Alcohol was the chosen means of escape since it

relieved tensions, expressed hostility toward the rejecting and/or
alcoholic parent, soothed the feelings of not belonging in the family,
and temporarily filled the emptiness and relieved the depression in
their lives.

Some of the same factors have been associated with Indian

youth.
For one to four years, Kearney and Taylor (1969) studied twenty
adolescents (average age 15) with at least one alcoholic parent along
with a control group.

The adolescents with alcoholic parents showed

considerably more disturbance as evidenced by drunkenness, suicide
attempts, aggression and sexual acting out.

This study substantiates
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the belief that parental alcoholism is a factor in emotional distur
bance in the youth and is destructive.
Alexander's studies (1964, 1967, 1968) of abistinent communities
in North Carolina show that youth in this atmosphere drink for re
bellious reasons with social aggression which may lead to alcoholism:
When positive peer influence to drink is lacking, the
rejection of parental authority is associated with
frequent drinking, excessive drinking leading to extreme
intoxication, and drinking for psychological reasons
rather than social reasons--a11 of these early drinking
patterns being common in histories of prob1~drinkers.
(1967, p. 550)
The youth find it hard to live in society, and,they use alcohol as a
means of escaping.

Alcohol abuse can be found even where the parental

model is abstinence and the community has fairly homogenous values.
Blane, Hill and Brown (1968) have discovered an association between
drinking and feelings of alienation (normlessness'and powerlessness) in
the attitudes of high school students in New England.
negatively correlated with self-esteem.

Drinking was

If youth in general use alcohol

as a way of lessening feelings of alienation, then the youth of America
with special feelings of alienation should have a greater chance of
abusive drinking.

The place of Indian youth on the fringe of society

is indicative of their forced alienation and could be evidence of in
creased potential toward problem drinking.
Alcohol Education
Ways in which youth have learned about alcohol include the media,
peers, and family drinking patterns.

It is the opinion of many that

since there is a link between parent and teen-age. drinking and since
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youth seem to emulate the adult image of drinker, that youth should
be given facts and consistent adult role modeling (MaCKay, 1965).
That is, there needs to be clearly defined alcohol education for
all youth and alcohol counseling for youth with recognizable drinking
problems, either actual or potential.

These opinions have led to

several books offering suggestions for better alcohol education pro
grams in the school (Hirsh, 1952, McCarthy, 1949, 1956, Oregon, 1955,
Sanders and Bloomberg, 1966).
Research related to alcohol education has yielded some relevant
data.

Globetti and Harrison (1970) made a study of Mississippi youth

to assess their attitudes toward alcohol education prior to the in
troduction of that subject in the school system.

Nine tenths of the

440 students surveyed felt that they should have an opportunity to
learn about the nature of alcohol and its use.

One half stated that

alcohol problems existed already at their school and that alcohol educa
tion could help to overcome them.

MOre than 1/2 had never discussed

alcohol use with their family, yet 7/10 reported that alcohol was a
major subject of conversation among peers.
were related to an alcoholic.

One fourth reported that they

And the fact that they would seek advice

on alcohol use from a knowledgeable, understanding and trustworthy adult,
points to the fact that students need and want adult information and
sensitivity in this area.
A few articles have been written about the attitudes toward alcohol
education among youth who either have or are likely to develop alcohol
related problems.

Garlie (1971) interviewed the youth participants at

the 19th Annual Utah School of Alcohol Studies, all of which were brought
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to the week conference to learn more about alcohol.

It was discovered

by pre- and post-interviews that the youth with alcohol-related prob
lems learned factual knowledge during this week but attitudes were not
measurably altered during this brief time.

It was the researcher's

conclusion that even youths with alcohol use in their background can
learn more about alcohol, but that all real change takes more time than
a week or a unit of alcohol education in health class.

Garlie admitted

the limitations of his research and felt that it only offered trends.
Weir (1967, 1968) has written a couple of articles based on a
study of high school students from the midwest with alcoholic problems
in their families.

Weir discovered that the students had comparable

knowledge of alcohol information with other students of non-alcoholic
background, but that they scored significantly different on attitudinal
measures,biographical information and concepts.

It was felt that this

different biographical and attitudinal data should be taken into con
sideration in presenting the alcohol education program to these stu
dents.It was further ascertained that the most effective counselor in
helping to make attitudinal change and fulfilling the needs of the
students was characterized as warm,

listen~ng

and understanding.

The

conclusion was drawn that the whole school should receive alcohol educa
tion and that those with special needs shouid get more attention and
guidance.
Maddox (1963) pooled the research relating to alcohol education
and came to the conclusions that the right person needs to provide, the
information, that the message should be geared to the audience, and that
the audience must be recognized as being diverse and with special needs.
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If this is the case among any group of high school students, it is even
more so when those students come from four states, from a diversity of
tribes and villages, from many kinds of backgrounds.
Indian Alcohol Use
Research relating specifically to Indian alcohol use has been
mainly anthropological or speculative studies on "primitive man."

Al

though most of these studies have been about the tribes of the Plains,
Southwest, and British Columbia, few have been written in any form about
the tribes of the Northwest or Alaska.

Edwin Lemert (1954) collected

most of the work done previously in his book, Alcohol
Coast Indians.

~

the Northwest

Alcohol was introduced to the Northwest Indians first by

the Russians (Aleuts) and later by the Spanish, English, French and
Americans who came into their lands.

For many factors not fully under

stood today, the tribes began to use the alcoholic beverages in trading
in spite of tribal reactions against its use.

And later in the face of

the white invasion, removal to reservations, loss of traditional home
lands, and poverty, Northwest Indians had learned to use the alcohol to
relieve feelings of depression, anger and powerlessness.
Acculturation amplified this receptivity to liquor
by multiplying the sources and areas of tension and
also by the. weakening or destroying of the traditional
formalized procedures through which aggression was
expressed and given its social meaning. (p. 374)
Drinking, Lemert noticed, took place only in groups and on weekends with
much social pressure to join in.

This agrees with the findings of other

authors (Berreman, 1956, Graves, 1967).
Vern Drilling (1970) gathered date on Indian alcoholics in
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MInneapolis which may have some applications for Indian youth as well.
Drilling noticed that there were many Indians with problem dri~king
who were not responding to conventional treatment for white alcoholics.
His recommendation was that a treatment program should be staffed by
trained Indian counselors treating only Indian clients.

There needed

to be "a framework where the Indian alcoholic could deal with his
drinking problem without being forced to try to resolve his cultural
conflict pattern at the same time" (p. 46).

For the Indian youth with

potential alcohol abuse problems, ·this means that Indian counselors
should be in charge of alcohol education and counseling programs
specially designed for Indian youth.
This researcher was only able to discover one work which specifi
cally dealt with Indian youth. attitudes toward

drink~ng.

George Boyce

(1965) surveyed 251 Indian high school students in 1964 and found that
nearly all of the boys and 2/3 of the girls drank before entering high
school.

About 10% had drunk with their parents, nearly 30% of the boys

had drunk alone (one of the danger signals to becoming an alcoholic),
and 1/5 of the students had been in trouble with the law about drinking.
Some of the reasons given for drinking included "kicks", peer pressure
(not called a sissy), boredom, to feel happy, to forget, and to gain
courage.

With this study and literature review, Boyce confirms that

drinking by Indian youth is qualitatively different than drinking by
white youth so that study and discussion of alcohol problems must be
geared differently.

Boyce recommends education which relates to their

needs personally, discussions of personal values, substitutive activi
ties, and counseling for all who need or want it.

Further that:
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Since no ~ educational, restrictive, or curative
methods are known, a school must engage in constant
experimental effort to develop and tryout every
educational means that it can create. (p. 37)
And an effort must be made to encourage students to help other students
with drinking problems.
In conclusion this investigator found no direct research relating
to the type of alcohol education center at Chemawa School or to any
similar program at an Indian boarding school or for Indian youth.

The

related research has shown that theTe is concern for students, especially
those with alcoholism in the family or with other predisposing factors
toward alcohol abuse, to receive some kind of alcohol education best
suited to their needs.
Chemawa School has one of the three specifically designed programs
for

Indi~

youth and is a prototype for future programs.

It is import

ant to begin to gather some research data on the overall aspects of the
program.

Since the investigator had a field placement at Chemawa School

and had previous experience with the school from years past, it was
decided that research should be done there, if it could be of some
service to the students.

Before describing the present study, it is

necessary to examine the existing program at ChemawaSchool, the popula
tion of the school, and the reasons why these students have difficulties
similar to the ones cited in the literature review •

•
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CHAPTER II
CHEMAWA ALCOHOL EDUCATION CENTER
The School
Chemawa Indian Boarding School is located two miles northeast of
Salem, Oregon.

It is the oldest continuously operated Indian school

in the United States, beginning in 1880 and having 30,000 students

through the years.
and

pre~ently

The school facility can accommodate 800 students

has just under 600 Indian, Eskimo and Aleut high school

students from Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Alaska in grades 9 through

12.

Although the population has been different in years past (at

various times covering all 12 grades, being a vocational training in
stitute and serving only Navahos), it is now fully accredited by the
State of Oregon.

Indian students are admitted to Chemawa from the four

northwest states meeting specific criteria. (see Appendix)

These stu

dent.s who have attempted school near the home reservation have ex
perienced academic failure and social rejection.

The reservations in

the .ortbwest and communities in Alaska are areas of high unemployment,
malnutrition, poor health and discrimination, and the alcoholism rate
among these families is high.

The fact that most students themselves

choose to come to Chemawa is indicative of the fact that Indian youth
are given the responsibility to make their own decisions at an earlier
age than the general population.

The students often find it difficult

to adjust to boarding school rules and adult authority when they have·
been given the respect of an equal to adults and have many times had
the responsibiYlties of an adult at home.
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Indian students come to boarding school with these factors in
their backgrounds.

Once there they must learn to deal with daily

hassles without the support of their families and home communities
and to live with the restrictions tmposed by the school.

There has been

a high rate of alcohol abuse at Chemawa leading to disciplinary dis
missals which had been steadily increasing until recently.
TABLE 1
CHEMAWA DROP OUT RATE
RELATIONSHIP TO DRINKING

67-8

68-9

69-70

70-1

71-2

72-3

number of drops
due to drinking
or drugs

15

10

51

97

34

15

number of disci
plinary drops

24

16

72

112

50

30

total number of
students leaving
Chemawa (transfers
included)

32

39

126

267

166

119

The Center
The Chemawa Alcohol Education Center (CAEC) was the result of
efforts of the Indian Advisory Board, the student council, the faculty,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian Health Service, all of which
~ere

alarmed at the rising problem of alcohol abuse at Chemawa.

A pro

posa1 was submitted to and funded by the National Institute of Mental
Health to create a special program to contain alcohol problems on
campus by means of a "guest facility", to provide information on alcohol
abuse and its effects to both students and staff, to provide aid to
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dormitory staff in the management of alcohol problems, to help to
establish peer pressure against abusive drinking, and to get students
involved in helping each other to raise the pride of Indian people.
CAEC has been funded for three years, and this is the second year of
operation.
CAEC is located in a renovated house on the Chemawa campus near
the health clinic.

Since it used to be an

~ployee

home, the building

has a kitchen, large living room, bathroQm, three large rooms and a
garage.

The living room is used as a film theatre, a place for rapping

and games, a meeting room, and for activities normally found in a
living room.

Two of the downstairs rooms are used as a male and

female "guest facilities" or places for drunk studtmts to sleep it off
without disturbing others.

The garage of the house has been made into

office space for the director and secretary, and the upstairs is used
as an office for the counselors.

~ast

year CAEC was housed upstairs in

a corner of the health clinic sharing space with the visiting optome
trist in the day and disturbing sleeping patients at night.

The CAEC

staff was able to renovate the old house which was home to the Chemawa
doctor when that house along with several others was determined to be
more needed for student use than for staff use.
The staff at CAEC consists of director, Steve LaBuff (Blackfeet)
who is himself a rehabilitated alcoholic, assistant director Vicky
Belgard (Yurok), secretary Grace Chandler (Paiute), and four counselors,
Archie Little (Sioux), Bill Minicke (Yakima), Art Corwin (Flathead) and
Tira Andersen (Sioux).

In addition to these adult counselors, there

is the, important student staff which adds to this program's uniqueness.
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There are twelve student volunteers who are paid the salary of $1.60/
hour and work in shifts in the evenings on school days and most of the
weekend.

Half of these students are chosen by the staff at CAEC as

people who. show great interest and potential for being effective aides
with other students who come to CAEC.

The other half are chosen by

the student council which has the power to review· and recommend the
adult staff members as well.

CAEC's bosses are the student council and

the all-Indian Chemawa School Board.
The Program
At the time of the survey early in the year, one aspect of the pro
gram consisted of showing films in the dormitories and the center and
giving talks to classes on alcohol education.

CAEC helped to sponsor

some in-service and orientation training for new and old education and
guidance personnel at the beginning of

~he

year.

CAEC was becoming in

volved on campus through participation in meetings.

By the time of the

study, the student volunteers had been chosen from a list of 43 interest
ed students who had signed up to work in the early months of school.'
During the week of the study, the student council made their choices for
the six members they wanted to serve formally for the-remainder of the
year, and the CAEC staff made the needed choices of the remaining six
members.

Many of the students interviewed by the investigator were among

the student volunteer staff.
Informal rapping and counseling occurred at CAEC whenever people
were present at the center, often in the living room or kitchen.
times discussions would be sparked by the films shown there, the

Some
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information pamphlets laid on the shelves or the posters decorating the
walls.

Sometimes students came to the center with specific interests

such as to learn to help a friend who drinks too much, to understand an
alcoholic relative, or to learn more about a specific drug or alcoholic
beverage.

Sometimes an easy going counselor was able to begin discus

sions with curious students wandering in and to engage them in serious
thinking about 'alcohol and drugs.

And of course, as the various kinds

of counselors on campus discovered, CARC staff were used as helpers with
homesick or lonely students and many other non-drug-related problems.
CAKC had group counseling sessions for students identified to have
drinking problems or to have special interest and desire to be in these
groups.

Group meetings were held at CAEC in the upstairs room led by

adult and student staff members and about ten'Chemawa students.

Topics

usually covered the effects and kinds of alcoholic beverages, alcoho
lism, alcohol abuse among Indians, Indian pride, problems at Chemawa
and at home, and alternatives to student drinking.

They were held a

couple of times a week and served many students by the time of the study.
Whenever needed, the staff would aid students brought over by campus
security (another student-staff organization at Chemawa) for drinking.
Since drinking is against the law for minors in Oregon, city polic,e who
once took drinking Chemawa students to the Juvenile Detention Hall in
Salem, now call security to take them to CAEC.

Security and CAEC staff

patrolling at night have the alternatives of taking the drinking student
to the dormitory to sleep (much as any high school student who drinks a
little at a party would be treated at home) or to CAEC.

Either way stu

dent staff are the main people involved in anyon-campus movement to
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either location (plus, if needed, the Chemawa health clinic or city
JDH facility. can still be relied upon).

Students remain with the drink

ing student while at CAEC also; they are the mainspring of the programs.
The student volunteers are trained to come as soon as called by
campus personnel and to detect potential drinking problems.

They learn

basic first aid and have the chance for additional training. in alcoho
lism counseling by the adult staff and consultants.

In addition, at

tempts have been made to send students out to various training
sessions •
..............
.
~~~.-.--

The adult counselors take formal training in Alcoholism Counseling at
the University of Utah with some required classwork there and some as
signments done in field work at CAEC.

Recently the staff, both student

and adult, has participated in TV and live panels on student alcohol use
and abuse.

The student volunteers are encouraged and assisted in locat

ing employment in alcoholism programs once returning home, so that the
student volunteers can use CAEC as training ground for a career.
In summary, the CAEC program includes alcohol and drug education
both for students and Chemawa personnel; control and treatment for stu
dents who drink at Chemawa (guest facility); counseling for both indivi
duals and groups of students as requested by the students themselves and
by other schooi sources; additional counseling on other than alcoholrelated problems; referral to other counseling services if necessary;
and on-the-job training for future alcoholism counselors.
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CHAPTER III '
RESEARCH
Aims of Research
Since CAEC is one of the most complete programs in existence (the
only other sim1larprograms are at Chilocco School and Haskell Junior
College), the investigator has chosen to examine the program at Chemawa.
The program was brought into being by a large group of intereSted people,
including students, and everyone seemed proud of its accomplishments.
But it appeared that the students who frequent the center had not been
given the chance to comment on their views and perceptions of the center
in action.

It was felt by the CAEC staff and the researcher that it

would be beneficial to the program to ask the students their opinions.
The aims of the research were to assess the students' perceptions
of the services available at CAEC, the image of the program, and the
responsiveness of the staff, and the students' ideas for changes they
felt needed to be made.

It was hoped that the research would provide

some demographic data on the students themselves in order to examine the
characteristics of the population served and why the Chemawa population
needs a program different from traditional alcohol education programs in
high schools.

The research was also to provide some clues as to the

patterns of participation among the students to give the staff some idea
of whether they should be showing more films,
change the direction of their outreach.

~or

example, in order to

For this reason the researcher

chose to limit the research to a group of students who came to the center
rather than a cross section of the school.
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It would have been possible to obtain such a cross-section or even
a total sample of the Chemawa school population had it been desired
since the population is contained.

However, the researcher and CAEC

staff were interested in the students who came, in the reasons that they
came, and in how they were involved in the program.

It was thought that

since the researeh was done so early in the year, probably few students
really understood exactly what the program was.

Had the general popu

lation been interviewed, the number of students with no opinion would
have been great.

If, instead, those who frequented were interviewed,

then more pertinent information could be obtained more quickly and effi
ciently.

Thus those who physically walked through the door were deter

mined to be the sample to be interviewed.
Hypotheses of Research
It is difficult to make any predictions of what general student per
ceptions of CAEC would be since the data derived would be unlike a long
range empirical research such as an analysis of the effectiveness of the
program (which would involve a full knowledge of the entire population
before, during and after use of the program, that is, what are the
changes in the students made by the program) or even the cross-sectional
school tmpressions of the program (for example, the difference between
students using the program and those who know about the program but fail
for whatever reason:to make use of it).

Instead, the research results

obtained were for the most part from a small sample of select students
who already knew about the program, but who did not have sufficient time
to judge the long-range merits of the program.
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It is a personal guess of this researcher that the students will
see changes that should be made, when given a chance by an outside in
terviewer (i.e. one not on the staff of CAEC or working for the BLA) who
is, familiar with them (i.e. the researcher happens to be a young Indian
person familiar with the Chemawa students' tribes and home areas), which)
they perhaps have not mentioned before to the CAEC adult staff.
will articulate significant changes they hope to see.

They

Also students will

feel that the homelike atmosphere this year is preferable to the clinic
like atmosphere of last year.

It is

fu~ther

felt that the demographie

data gathered will show some real differences between the high school
students in the literature review and the students at Chemawa thereby
showing the need for special alcohol education prQgrams for this parti
cular population.

In sum, the data will show that the Chemawa student

population needs a different kind of program than other high schools,
prefers this year's program over last year's, and has some significant
ideas yet unassessed for changes that will be helpful to CAEC.
There are no predictions for the patterns of participation other
than that those students brought in to the guest facility for drinking
will be more likely to be involved in the intensive counseling aspects
of the program (especially the group counseling) and that many students
will learn about CAlC through the outreach efforts of the staff (es
pecially through talks and films shown in the dormitories or classrooms).
Other possible ways of finding out about CAlC are by word of mouth from
students brought in to the guest facility, word of mouth from informed
Chemawa personnel. and written advertisements in the school newspaper or
daily announcements.

It is the opinion of the researcher that the
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personal outreach of sensitive, knowledgeable Indian alcoholism counse
lors to the

do~tories

will be the most fmportant

so~rce

of informa

tion about the program based upon the findings in the literature
review and the knowledge of the staff composition.
Finally it is felt by the researcher that there will be a differ
ence in the use of. the program between the Northwest students and the
Alaskan students.

It is believed that the Northwest students have a

bigger problem of alcohol abuse at home than the Alaskan students.
This prediction is based on three background factors (earnings, number
of s1b1tngs in the home, number of parents) gathered by MS. Patricia
Ernstrom and Dr. Y. T. Witherspoon on the composition of the student
applications at Chemawa.

They found in an unfinished study (Fall,

1972) that the majority of the Northwest students had broken family
situations defined as one-parent or no-parent homes, and unstable home
life.

The Alaskan students, however, came from two-parent, intact

homes for the most part.

It is also fmportant to understand the differ

ences in the backgrounds of the native groups.

The Northwest Indians

had more intensive contact with white society, were forced to give up
their ancestral 1ands'to the European invasion, and were relegated to
small plots of land held in trust by the government known as reserva
tions.

The Alaskans were generally able to retain traditional culture

including language, dress and occupation to a greater degree than the
Northwest Indians.

The acculturation struggle known only too well by

the Northwest tribes is fairly new to the Alaskan people.

The litera

ture review has made it clear that broken families, alienation and cul
tural clash all c04tribute to a higher probability for alcoholism and
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alcohol abuse.

Therefore it seems probable that the CAlC will be used

more by the Northwest students than the Alaskan students.
Therefore the hypotheses to be tested are as follows:
A .easure of student perceptions and demographic data
of students attending CAEC will show that 1) there is
a need for a ,special kind of alcohol education program
for this particular group of students; 2) the students
~te~iewed prefer this year's program over last year's
program; 3) the students interviewed have significant
ideas for change; 4) those students brought in for
drinking violations are more involved in the counseling
aspects of the program than those not brought in; 5)
the outreach of the CAEC staff is the most important
means of advertising for the program; and 6) the CAEC
program is used more by the Northwest than the Alaskan
students.
The main thrust of this research is to investigate the students' percep
tions of how things are at CAEC.
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CHAPTER IV
METHOD

The population of this research is the student group at Chemawa
School.who use the program at CAEC by coming to the center during its
operation·...in the school year, 1972-3.

This group will by definition

contain only Indian, Eskimo and Aleut youth in grades 9-12 who are pre
sently enrolled at Chemawa.

The study sample consists of only those

students who physically entered the center during ,the chosen week, thus
el:f.Dd.nating any students who may use the CAECprogram in another way
that week (perhaps seeing a film in the dorm) or who know of and use
the center, but for some reason do not come that week.

This sample

was not selected at random, then, but consisted of all students atChemawa who happened to come to CAEC during the week of November 14-21,
1973.

None of the students asked for an interview refused either the

main interview or the personal information, which was introduced as
optional.
Instrument
The instrument used (see Appendix) was an interview schedule, all
interviews being conducted by the researcher.

The questions were chosen

to verify or disprove the hypotheses of the researcher, to determine
I

demographic data on the subjects, and to gather information which was
requested by the CAlC staff who collaborated on the questionnaire.

No

prior instrumentation was discovered which could be used to determine
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these answers.

The researcher chose the questions at the time which

seemed to be the best way to get at the information desired.
Questions 12d, 16 and 17 were picked to provide information as to
, the students' perceptions of this year's program compared to last year's,
the image of the program, and their ideas for change in the program.
Questions 2d, 6 and 7 were think questions which were sometimes left for
last by the students interviewed since answers to them took a little
time to formulate.

Questions #3 and #4 were by agency request.

Ques

tion #5 also provided the means by which the students could be categor
ized as to whether or not they had been brought in to the guest facility
for drinking •. :The other questions, especially the optional '8, were
picked to provide demographic information about the students which hope
fully would demonstrate the needs of this group of students and provide
a aeans'of separating the Northwest froa Alaskan students for verifica
tion of hypotheses.
Interview Procedure
The interviews were made during the week of November 14-21, 1972,
plus a few in the next two weeks for students who were for whatever
reason unable to be interviewed on the spot.

All of the staff members

had full knowledge of the reasons for the presence of the investigator
and for the questionnaire.

But since different staff members worked

different nights, it was necessary to remind some staff members of the
purpose.
Each student who entered CAEC during the week was quietly asked if
he would like to be a part of a study of CAEC.

Usually the student

..
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required more information before he would consent to the interview.
He was told that the CAEC staff wished to know what students thought
of the place and what students wanted to see changed.

He was given

some information about the researcher if it seemed necessary.

Also

after the first interview, it was possible to state that the interview
would take only ten minutes or so to complete.

With this information,

nearly all of the students agreed to the interview immediately.

A

few needed a little time or encouragement from friends in order to
agree to be interviewed.

MOst students were approached and inter

viewed alone, but. some came to be interviewed in groups of two and in
one case, -three.

The student was usually approached for the inter

view in the living room. or kitchen.

Then he was led to the office up

stairs (sat 1h chairs) or to one of the guest facilities (sat on
tumbling mats) for the questioning.

The interviewer showed a copy of

the interview schedule to the student if he requested it and then asked
the questions in order, writing the responses on a separate sheet of
paper.

Some students at this point wondered about confidentiality, and

were satisfied when the researcher assured them that their names would
I

not be divulged (other than to say that they did take the interview).
They were told that those reading the results of these interviews would
be more interested in the total number of students saying certain things.
The questions were asked simply so that the student could make his
own inferences.

#5 was asked point by point in this way:

you used CAEC? Have you ever been brought in for drinking?
ever seen films shown by CAEC?

"How have
Have you

(If no, have you ever seen films shown

by CARC in the dormitory or classroom?)

Have you eyer received
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information here?

Have you ever come over just to rap with people?

Have you ever 'talked to any of the counselors here about personal prob
lems?

Have you ever been in any groups here?

ever discuss alcohol problems?)

Have you ever had contact with home

through any of these CAEC counselors?
see if there was a need for this).
out?"

(If yes, did that group

(This was an agency request to

Have you ever used CAEC as a hang

All other questions (1-4 and 6-7) were asked just as written in

the same manner during each interview.
Question #8 was prefaced with "this next question involve. per
sonal information and you don't have to answer it if you don't want to."
Each letter (a-f) was asked just as written, and the possibilities for
If were only mentioned when the student hesitated in answering why he
drank while af school, such as, "Well, is it because you feel sad or
because your friends make you or what?"
Following the interview, several students wished to talk at length
about the interview, about personal incidents with or questions about
alcohol use, about CAEC in general or about totally unrelated subjects.
Consequently the ten minute interview occasionally took half an hour or
longer.

A couple of students wished to check the scribbles made by the

researcher on their responses, and all who did gave their approval to
them.

Then the students were thanked for their time and were usually

walked back to the main rooms of the building where they began again the
activity started before the interview while the researcher found a new
victim.
During the interview the researcher attempted to be non-committal
and non-judgmental about the responses, 'yet friendly and willing to
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listen to any elaborations offered by the students.

Only on one

question was the researcher aware of any attempts to lead the inter
viewee which must be discussed here.

Question 17 involved changes

that they would like to see made at CAEC.

It must be admitted that

when the student initially stated "no changes" or that he could not
think of anything that needed to be improved, the researcher probably
looked a little amazed and asked again "Are you sure?
you'd like to see changed or added?"

There's nothins

This reflects the researcher's

bias that the program was set up by adults and a select group of
students and that most of the student body was never consulted about
their opinion so that, once given the chance, most students would
really try to think of numerous changes.

This influence was made

obvious when interviewing two students together.

Both had no ideas

for change, but when one mentioned an off-hand suggestion and the
researcher said "Yes" and wrote it down, suddenly both students began
to toss out suggestions that seemed to surprise themselves.
The researcher, however, sought to, maintain a non-threatening
atmosphere accepting of both the abstainer and the drinker, the firsttime student to CAEC and the old-timer, and the student with few ideas.

I Since there was no part of

the interview which would require scoring

or other form of judgment, the researcher's bias was not a factor in
the other questions.
It was most difficult once the week was past to locate students
missed and interview them while maintaining the same atmosphere of the
earlier interviews.

Two interviews begun at CAEC were finished at the

guidance office where the researcher's field work office was located.
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Two students were not located for an interview, and the remaining
five students were interviewed in their dormitory roam or dormitory
counselor's office.

Each student was given the same prologue speech

with the addition that since the researcher missed them for whatever
reason, it was necessary to track them down later.

Then once an

isolated room for the interview was located, the interview proceeded
in exactly the same manner as previously explained.

These interviews

were most probably unaffected by the setting, except in the case of
two.

One student was

obviously ill at ease during the interview and

never seemed to be convinced that the researcher was not somehow
checking him out since he was being interviewed by a strange adult in
the counselor's office.

The second student was one who had been too

drunk to answer questions the night of his stop at CAEC, so the be
lated interview undoubtedly was more emotion-charged than for the
sober students who were interviewed in either setting.

He was good

natured enough, just caught off guard by the investigator.
Research bias in the tabulations was controlled for by numbering
the students and not referring to them by name.

One indication of this

conscious effort toward being unbiased is that in early tabulations it
was noticed that two sisters interviewed separately had answered DSa
with contradictory answers.

One stated that they had alcoholic relatives

and one stated that they did not.

Since this research deals only with

"student perceptions", both statements were accepted as data.
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CHAPTER V

FINDINGS
HyPothesis III
There were 51 students interviewed.

Two other students entered

the center but were not interviewed, one because he left the school
too soon to be interviewed and one because he eluded the researcher.
Of the 51, the pertinent demographic data is described in Table 2.
The demographic data can be compared with the material gained from the
literature review on drinking patterns of youth and potential problem
drinkers.

This information hopefully provided the test for hypothesis

#1 that the students at Chemawa need this particular kind of program
more than just a health class unit.
It was determined that 4/5 of the students tested at Chemawa have
alcoholic relatives, and 12 of the students specifically stated that
alcohol was a problem before coming to Chemawa.

Four fifths of those

tested drink and only 1/5 abstain while attending Chemawa, even though
the laws of the state and the rules of the school strongly'forbid
drinking.

Five of the students even mentioned drinking as much or more

at Chemawa than at home.
The literature review showed that the average student in the United
States drank for the first ttme at age 13-14 with their parents.

The

median age of starting to drink among the Chemawa students interviewed
was 13 and among boys, 11.

Most of the students drank the first ttme

with friends or in the case of the "drinkers" (i.e. those who had been

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS
USED IN TABLE 2

1 Tribe

2 Home state (Ak Alaska, Wn Washington, Id Idaho, Or Oregon)
3 Sex
4 Class
5 Drinker, "D", "D*"
6 Elb.ployment at CAEC (S Security, V Volunteer)
7 Abstainer, "A"
8 Alcoholic Relative, liAR"
9 Age at first drink
10 Who with at first drink (F friend, P parent, B brother, S sister,
C cousin)
11 Drinking problem before coming to Chemawa
12

Drinks same or more here

13

Number of programs used

TABLE 2
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DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS BY CASE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

1

2

3

4 5

Eskimo
Eskimo
Eskimo
Eskimo
Eskimo
Eskimo
Eskimo
Eskimo
Bskimo
Eskimo
Eskimo
Es1d:mo
Athabaskan
Athabaskan
Athabaskan
Athabaakan
Athabasun
Aleut
Aleut
Aleut
Tlinget
Tlinget
Tliriget
Raida
LUlllD.i
Lummi
Muckleshoot
Tulalip
Tulalip
SkokOlDish
Suquamish
Quileute
Quileute
Yakima
Yakima
Yakima
Yakima
Yakima
Yakima
Yakim8
colville
Sauk/Suiattle
Sauk/Suiattle
Roh
Blackfeet
Shoshone/Bannock
Shoshone/Bannock
Nez Perce
Nez Perce
Warm Springs
Warm. Springs

(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)
(Ak)

F
M
F
F
M
F
F
F
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
F
F

Jr
Sr.
Sr
Fr
Jr
So
So
So
Jr
So
Fr
Fr
Jr
Sr
So
Fr
Jr
Sr
Jr
Jr
Jr
So
Jr
So
Jr
Jr
Sr
Fr
Sr
Fr
Jr
Fr
So
Jr
Jr
Jr
So
So
Jr
Jr
Fr
So
Jr
Jr
Jr
So
Jr
Jr
Sr
So
Fr

(Ak)

(Ak)
(Wn)
(Wn)
(Wn)

(Wn)
(Wn)
(Wn)
(Wn)
(Wn)
(Wn)
(Wn)
(Wn)
(Wn)

(Wn)
(Wn)

(Wn)
(Wn)

(Wn)
(Wn)

(Wn) F

(Wn)
(Id)
(Id)
(Id)
(Id)
(Id)
(Or)
(Or)

F
F
F
F
F
M
F
•

6

7

8

9

10

AR

AR

16
15
16
15
16

F
F
F
F
F

AR
AR

11

F

13
14
13
13
14
14
8
6
15
15
10
17
12
12
9
5
13
14

P

AR
S

A

S

A

S

A

D*

D

AR

V

A
A
D
D

D
D
D
D
D

AR

V

S
S
V
V
V
V
V

S

AR
AR

AR
AR
AR
AR
A ' AR
A AR
AR
AR
A
A

AR
AR

V

11

12

13

Y

3

Y

4
0
6
0
5
0
1

~

Y

F

S

F

1
1
2
5
3
2
4
7
7
5
6
4
3
1
7
7
6
4
5
4
5
5
3
4
3
5
4
5
6
5
5
4
5
6
7
3
1
4
4
2
4

P
F
F.
B
P
F
F
F
P
F
B
B
B
C
S

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y

A

D
D

AR
AR
' AR
AR
AR
AR
AR

V

D*
D
D*
D*
D

AR

AR
AR
AR
AR
AR

D

AR
AR

D
D

AR
AR

AR
D
D

AR

V

A

AR
AR
AR

14
15
15
11
12
11
10
9
12
12
7
14
13
10
5
5
16
14
14
10
12
3
14
7

F
C
F
S
B
C
C
F
S
F
P
F
F
F
B
B
B
F
C
·B
F
B
F
P

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
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brought in to the guest facility either this year, D, or last year,
D* for drinking} ,::w1th ,brothers and sisters.

And it is interesting

to note that youth drinking with their parents drank either at a much
younger or much older age than those drinking with their friends (7 or
17 for parents and 14 for friends).

Those starting with their brothers

and sisters began the earliest of all (median age-10).

Reasons given

for drinking were:
to forget problems
boredom
to have fun
peer pressure
felt sad (all girls)
felt angry
special event

17
14
14
9
7
2
1

It is also interesting to examine those who considered themselves
abstainers when interviewed (only three had never drank).
female and 9/11 were from Alaska.

7/11 were

Most interesting was that 314 of the

males took great care to explain the reasons for their abstaining as
though they needed to justify their oddity.

One male was forced to

drink at age 6 by his drunk mother and was revolted; one was recently
arrested back home and chose to stay clean at Chemawa; and one was
raised by white folks (the only one in the ·sample).

The fourth male

was an Eskimo freshman who came for his first visit with friends to CAEC
the night of the interview.
According to the conclusions of the literature review, these stu
dents have great potential for alcohol abuse or alcoholism.

Even if

those students who came to CAEC during the week were the only students
at Chemawa School with these characteristics, there would be at least
some students'on campus with greater needs than can be met by
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conventional alcohol education classes.

It is also significant that

several students volunteered the information that they came to CAEC
to gain information and techniques for alcohol counseling in order to
help others back home.

It must be concluded, both from student per

ceptions and demographic data, that there is a need for a broader form
of alcohol education and counseling at Chemawa.

II is accepted.

Therefore, hypothesis

There is a need at Chemawa for a special kind of

alcohol education program.
HyPothesis 12
Hypothesis #2, that students would prefer this year's program
over last year's was tested by question 02 on the interview

sch~dule.

The class breakdown was 7 Seniors, 22 Juniors, 13 Sophomores and 9
Freshmen.

Due to the transfers in and out of boarding schools, eight

of the upper classmen were not attending Chemawa last year and did
not know about the program then.

The remaining 32 upperclass students

questioned were aware of the program, but 6 could not remember the
program well enough to have an opinion on the changes seen from last
year to this year.

The investigator based the bet for

~provements

on the location and facility which is better this year than last.
Students agreed and added their own thoughts on

~provements:

better location
increased space
no locks on the doors
more student participation
more and better counselors
better student volunteer pay
more student freedom
kinder' treatment of drunk students
better system with the police
better organization

13
11
5
6
4
3
3
I
I
I
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*No student interviewed said that the

~rogram

was better last year.

100% of those responding with definite evaluative answers reported
that they felt this year's program to be better than last year's pro
gram.

Thus hypothesis #2 is accepted.

Hypothesis #3
Hypothesis #3 was that students interviewed would have ideas for
change when asked their opinion.
at this information.

Two questions were designed to get

Question #6 asked if the students felt CAEC had

been at all helpful to them.

Two students stated that CAEC had been

unhelpful (keeping too close an eye on their drinking activities on
campus), and nine felt that CAEC had not yet been helpful even though
2/9 had been to CAEC often already this year.

Those responding that

CAEC was indeed helpful to them stated the following reasons:
helped them learn about the effects of alcohol
helped them think before drinking or even abstain
provided counseling, advice, insight
helped them when they were drunk
helped a friend when he was drunk
helped them learn to help others
helped them understand their alcoholic relatives
provided a place to go to talk

15

12
11

5
2
7
2
7

Thus 2 students felt the center had been unhelpful, 40 helpful and 9 .
were unable to judge yet.
Question #7 was written to directly ask for opinions on change at
CARC.

22 students stated that they had no ideas even though 12/22

*That orily four students mentioned more and better counselors may be
because they lacked familiarity with the staff which was all new this
year except for the director.
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stated that they came in to CAEC at least twice a week and the re
searcher gave them much opportunity (even pleaded with thein) to state,;
their ideas for change.

Three additional students felt that there

should be no changes since CAEC was fine just as it was.

The remain

ing 26 students had 40 ideas for change, although very few coincided.
Seven students felt that CAEC should try to get more students in
volved.

Some other suggestions were to start more rap sessions in

the dormitories; to create a better relationship with the dormitory
staffs; to train students to help in emergencies; and to begin an
activity program for students who drink frequently.

TwentY'one votes

were cast for physical changes at CAEC (TV, radio, record player, food,
better movies, more furniture and new rugs) and physical changes for
the student volunteers (warmer and more colorful jackets, flashlights
and walkie-talkies, and a name change reflective of their employed
status).

Three students mentioned allowing student volunteers more

freedom and getting a bigger, nicer building, less like a holding
facility.

Three different students mentioned allowing student vol

unteers less freedom and creating a stronger holding facility_

One

student stated emphatically that this kind of education should take
place at home.

Although the students interviewed had many different,

sometimes contradictory ideas, only 26 had concrete ideas for change,
22 no ideas and 3 wanted no change at CAEC.

Combined with the results

for question 16, it seems that students have interest in the center
and can think of some minor changes that they would like.
revolutionary overthrow of CAEC was not mentioned.

However, the

It appears to the

researcher that the results of these questions do not support hypothesis
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13 at least as strongly as was expected. Therefore, hypothesis 13,
that the students had ideas for significant change, mustbe.rejected
for lack of evidence.
Hypothesis 14
Hypothesis 14 was that the students brought in for drinking to
the guest facility would be more involved in the counseling program at
CAEC than those not brought in.

Students were identified as "drinker"

(D) in Table 2 if they answered affirmatively to the question 15a, as
to whether they had used the guest facility.

Once they stated that

they had been brought into the CAEC for drinking, the investigator
determined if this had happened this year (D) or last year (D.).

It

should be reiterated that the students who did not rate as D mayor
may not drink while at Chemawa, but merely were not brought to the
guest facility in the past two years.

For the purposes of discussion,

those who were not brought to CAEC for drinking violations were desig
nated "non drinker"(ND).
and those who just

wer~

These NDs include the total abstainers (A)
not caught.

It was discovered that the patterns of participation in CAEC pro
grams were different for Ds and NDs.
forms of participation at CAEC.

This was found to be true of all

The results are shown in Table 3.

Ds have greater program use in all areas than the NDs.

The

Since the Ds

include more males (13 male, 8 female) than the NUs (10 male, 20 female),
it may be thought that this difference is actually reflective of greater
program use by males than females.

However, upon analysis of program

use by drinkers and nondrinkers controlling for sex, it can be seen that
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TABLE 3
"DRINKER" STATUS AND PROGRAM PARTICIPATION
BY TYPE OF PROGRAM

b.

film

c.

information

d.

rapping

d

20

25

..

no d
e.

individual
counseling

e

g.

discussion
groups

group
counseling

hang out

~
19

f

9

7

no f

12

23

g

7

1

~'=l.686

i
no i

14

m
6

~4.448

p

~

.05

q..42
ns

q-.87
~8.406

p "'" • 01

Q=.37
xl'1.696

ns

29

14

ns

Q=.55

~2.l87

no g
i.

5 I

7

no e
f.

1

Q-.60

Sub-group analysis did not show different results for males and females.
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sex actually makes no difference.

For instance, the analysis of ques

tion 15e shows:
M

D,
e

noe

F

ND

D

tEBi
5

3

e

7

no e

ND

I~12

12

----

..

Q-.58

Q-.59

~2.253

-x-2.800

This same question showed significant difference between the Ds and
Ws

(Q-.55, ~4.448, p~ .05).
With the questions directly relating to counseling, question

15e (individual counseling) and #5g (group counseling), the results
are as follows:
D

Nn

e

14

11

g

.7

1

no e

7

19

no g

14

29

Nn

D

Q-.87

Q-.55
-l=a4.448
pL.OS

Jot

'X-8.406
p~ .01

Program use in the areas relating to counseling is much greater among
the Ds than among the Nns.

Thus the students brought in for drinking

violations are more involved in the counseling aspects of the program
than those students not brought in.

This may appear obvious since the

guest facility provides a point of reference between CAEC and problem
drinkers, the staff is trained to deal with problem drinkers and those
with identified drinking problems should be in counseling-

Partly this
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reflects the students on school probation for drinking at Chemawa who
are required to attend CAEC.
found that the

~-problem

But it could just as well have been

drinkers were the ones most involved in

counseling since they come to CAEC on their own for various reasons
and would seem to be more willing to get involved.

That the liD's"

who were brought in chose to stay and become the most involved is
credit to the staff and program at CAEC.

Thus CAEC tends to favor the

problem drinkers but is not exclusively for them.

Hypothesis #4 is

accepted.
Hypothesis 115
Hypothesis 115, that the outreach of the CAEC staff is the most
important means of advertising for the program, was tested through
question 13 ("How did you find out about CAEC?").
qu~stion

The results of this

were as follows:
friends told him
31
brought in for drinkina
7
7
worked for security
told by dorm counselor
3
heard about on school announcements
1
found by accident
1
invited by CAEC counselor visiting dorm 1
total 51

Only one student can be said to have
reach of the staff.

~een

influenced by the direct out

Although most of the students (42/51) have seen

films by the CAEC staff both at the center and in classes and dormi
tories, only one student actually came to the center as a direct result
of this kind of outreach•. Films, then are not conclusively the most
important way of getting involved in the program.

It may be that
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students who were not tested by this investigator have been helped
by the outreach

effort~

of the staff, but for this study, b1Pothesis

#5 must be rejected.,
Hypothesis 16
Hypothesis #6 was that the CARC program would be used more by
the Northwest than by the Alaskan students.

It appears that there are

not big enough differences between the two groups of students to draw
any strong conclusions.

The differences seem to be greatest when

c~

paring the Eskimos (Alaska) and the Yakima (Northwest), since the
Aleuts (Alaska) and the Warm Springs (Northwest) and other tribes
muddle the results when included.

When limiting the comparison to

these two small groups, it can be seen that demographically and active
1y there are differences.
TABLE 4
BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS AND PROGlAM PARTICIPATION
COMPARISON OF ESKIMOS AND YAKIMAS
Eskimos
n=12

Yakimas
n-7

average age at
first drink

age 14

age 11

proportion who have
alcoholic relatives

7/12

7/7

proportion brought in
for drinking violation

2/12

5/7

average number of pro
grams (b-i) used

2 programs

5 programs

The Yakimas tend to begin drinking at a younger age, are more likely
to have alcoholic relatives, use the entire program more, and be brought
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in for drinking violations than the Eskimos.

But it cannot be said

that the Northwest students use CAEC much more than the Alaskan stu
dents, because one Alaskan group, the A1euts,have the greatest use of
the program of any group.

Thus hypothesis 16 must be rejected for

lack of evidence.
In summary, then, the following hypotheses are accepted given the
available data:
1)

There is a need for a special kind of alcohol
education program for this particular group of
students;

2)

The students interviewed prefer this year's pro
gram over last year's program; and

4)

Those students brought in for drinking violations
are more involved in the counseling aspects of
. the program than the other students.

The other hypotheses must be rejected for lack of support:
3)

The students interviewed will have ideas for change;

5)

The outreach of the CAEC staff is the most important
means of advertising for the program; and

6)

The CAEC program is used more by the Northwest stu
dents than by the Alaskan students.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
In general it can be stated that the students' perceptions of
the CAEC program are favorable.

Those interviewed for the most part

felt comfortable with the staff, program and building and wanted to
get involved.

Several students stated informally that they were

able to use some of the training last summer back home and that they
find it easier to think before drinking.

The student volunteers

seemed to feel that CAEC belongs to them, and there is pride shown in
beingiemployed there.

The students perceived the adult counselors as

being approachable and sympathetic to ,their needs.
There are indications also that CAEC as a whole is improving.
This research was completed in November, 1972.

Since that time, the

physical facility has been renovated with wood paneling,

wall-to~wall

carpeting, new windows and doors on the guest facility rooms, new
office space, and the addition of a refrigerator and stove.

The center

has a new video TV on which can be shown campus video tapes and tapes
made specially by the CAEC staff with new equipment.

The student volun

teers and interested students have been able to take trips to places
as far away as Alaska and Salt Lake City to appear on student alcohol
panels.

Group counseling has been enriched by a new staff member who

owns several peace pipes which are used to develop Indian pride and
spiritualism (to counteract the emptiness and meaninglessness filled
by alcohol).

CAEC has also begun classes in karate which are tmmensely

.

popular on the Chemawa campus.

The 15 students in this

gl:Dulpl·

(80 are
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on the waiting list) must train rigorously
ship if they drink.

a~d

are dropped from member

This group encourages students to try alternative

activities to drinking which provide prestige, skill and enjoyment at
the same time.

CAEC is visibly more involved with the rest of the

Chemawa campus.
Likewise, more students on campus are involved with CAEC.

There

have been 50 student volunteers since the beginning of the year so
that more students can be involved.

The average weekly attendance at

the center has increased from 20 at the beginning of the year and 51 at
the time of the study to 120 at the time of writing.

The average number

of students per weekend being brought to CAEC for drinking violations
has been 6.

And probably most important is the low incidence this year

of disciplinary drops due to drinking.

Table 3 shows these figures for

the past six years in order to emphasize the importance CAEC has had
in helping some students remain at Chemawa School who might have been
sent home in the past for problem drinking.
Many new areas are planned for the future at Chemawa.

As question

15h showed, there has been almost no contact with home reservations or
alcoholism programs this year by CAEC staff members.

But this summer,

CAEC staff will visit eight areas in the Northwest where some Chemawa
students come from (LaPush, Tulalip, Lummi, Yakima, Omak, Warm Springs,
Umatilla, and Lapwai).

All of the adult counselors will make the trips,

and CAEC plans to tape any meetings.

The Advisory Board secretary will

arrange the meetings at these locations so that parents, school board
members, tribal council

memb~rs

and tribal alcoholism counselors will all

be able to meet with CAEC to provide input and develop summer or post
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graduate alcohol counselor training for students who live in these
areas and have the interest to learn more and help Indian people.
Discussion of Rejected Hypotheses
Other changes planned for the next year may affect the acceptance
of two hypotheses of this study.

The rejection of hypothesis 13, that

students interviewed would have significant ideas for change, may be
different now since the interview was made early in the year.

There

may have been discontent that was not registered by the interview.

The

program was actually fairly new this year, "and the students "might not
have thought much about it.

Next year, CAEC hopes to be sensitive to

student input for change and to get more students involved.

Thus there

may be opportunity for a larger number of students, whose needs may be
different, to make significant change in the CAEC program.

The CAEC

staff will try new forms of alcoholism counseling and will be decentra
lized as it expands its area of operation.

Students will be closely

consulted on these changes.
The decentralization of CAEC has implications for hypothesis 15,
that the outreach of the counselors was the most important advertising
for CAEC, which was also rejected.

Next year, five CAEC counselors will

spend time in the five dormitories on campus, one assigned to each.
Each counselor will have his own office at the assigned dor;mitory and
will be responsible for the implementation of a'dormitory based alcohol
education program.

The students in each dormitory will help to work out

individual policies, within guidelines set by the main center program,
in order to get more students involved in the overall program.

This
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plan will allow students the opportunity of learning more about alcohol
and drugs without needing to go to the center.

Also CAEC hopes to

begin alcoholism classes which students can take for credit in the
regular academic program.
Need for Further Research
If more projects such as the Chemswa Alcohol Education Center are
to be instituted at other boarding schools, there should be additional
research done, not only of the student perceptions, but of the popula
tion to be served and of the long-range effectiveness of the program.
Each boarding school would have a different population so that the needs
would be different and the possible ways of running the alcohol
tion program. would be different.

educa~

Perhaps CAEC has shown that programs

run well with student input and responsibility, all-Indian adult counse
lors, and a variety of tasks and activities for the students of the
school.

These findings aref at best, exploratory in eliciting the

thoughts of the students.

But as Table I shows, CAEC has performed a

service to the school in helping students to stay in school who previous
ly would have been sent home for drinking.
Alcohol abuse among Indian youth is a problem.

The previous study

and review of the literature have amply demonstrated the extent of'this
problem to Indian people.

Early intervention of schools

thr~ugh

ingful programs such as CAEC may help to lessen the problem.

mean

•
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CAEC INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
1.

name, tribe, where from.

2.

class

if ,upper classman:

a.

were you at Chemawa last year?

b.

do you remember last year's program?

c.

did you use it?

d.

have you seen changes this year?

how?
J

what?

do they seem to be

:f.m.provements?
3.

how did you find out about CAEC?

4.

how often have you been at CAEC?

5.

how have you used CAEC?
a.

guest facility

b.

films

c.

information

d.

informal, individual rapping

e.

individual counseling

f.

discussion group (rapping)

g.

therapy group

h.

contact with home

i.

hang out (refute)

j.

other
what most?

6.

has CAEC been helpful to you?

7.

do you have any ideas for improvement?
see changed?

least,?

things that you'd like to
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8.

(Optional)

Personal information

a.

do you have any alcoholic relatives?

b.

wilen did you first drink?

c.

who did you first drink with?

d.

was drinking ever a problem before coming to school?

e.

do you drink as much or more here than back home?

f.

what makes you drink while at school?
1)

adjustment from treated ,as adult to child

2)

peer group pressure

3)

forge.t problems

4)

feel angry

5)

feel sad

6)

other
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ADMISSION TO CHEMAWA SCHOOL

The following information about Chemawa and the admission process
is for the use of BIA Agency social workers, education specialists and
oth~rs

who will be preparing and submitting applications for students

to enter Chemawa Indian High School.
A.

GENERAL INPOBMATION

Chemawa is an accredited school, with primary emphasis on pre
paring the student to exercise his own options upon graduation, whether
these options be academic or vocational in nature.

Chemawa essential

ly functions as a learning center rather than an institution that
serves chronic behavioral and/or emotional difficulties.

Its educa

tional and dormitory living programs are designed to provide oppor
tunities for students to raise their academic achievement to the
national level and to achieve this goal through the specialized re
sources available at Chemawa.

Whenever local

commun~ty

resources and

schools near the student's home can better meet the educational and
behavioral needs of a student, these should be used.
Chemawa must give the highest priority to parents' expectations
that their children will have a positive living and learning experience
while at school.

Students who apply to Chemawa must, therefore, assume

a great deal of personal commitment, not only for class attendance but
for honest effort in classes, participating in school activities, re
fraining from behavior harmful to himself o'r others, and for being a
responsible member of the Chemawa community.

MUch student preparation

must take place in the agency's application process with prospective
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students if parents and school expectations are to be understood.

This

,is particularly true in view of the fact that the majority of applica
r~f1ect

tions

a history of failure in the public school system and

frustration with public school programs and staff.

Included in this

group are individuals whose living circumstances have been continually
disrupted by alcoholism, parental separations and physical abuse.

For

these youngsters internal controls are not developed and they need a
school where special help can be given in the classroom, dormitories
and through specialized programs, i.e. CARe, group counseling, psy
chiatric services.
Chemawa staff has a commitment to afford students the opportunity
and assistance necessary to achieve their educational and behavioral
goals; Chemawa, however, cannot be all things to all people, nor can it
offer programs to ameliorate the total range of educational and social
needs to be found in the adolescent Indian population who need assis
tance.
The responsibility for decisions concerning admission and reten
tion of students, in view of their needs and the capabilities of Chemawa
to meet their needs must, therefore, rest with the superintendent and
his staff.
B.

CRITERIA
Certain eligibility requirements are specified in the Bureau of

Indian Affairs manual for admission to a boarding school.

Applicants

must have:
1.

Membership in a federally-recognized tribe or group
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2.

At least one-quarter degree or.more Indian ancestry

Priprity
is afforded. students living on or near trust land served
,
in the Portland area.
In addition to the above, students must meet one or more of the
following to be eligible for admission:
1.

Educational criteria
a.

Those for whom a public or Federal day school is not
available.

b.

Those who need special or other individual educational
planning. will be considered on an individual basis as
programs are available and can be individually tailored
at the school.

2.

Social Criteria .
a.

Those who are rejected or neglected for whom no suitable
plan for secondary education can be developed.

b.

Those who belong to large families with no suitable home
and whose separation from each other is deemed undesirable
for success in achieving educational growth.

c.

Those whose behavior problems are too difficult for solu
tion by their families or through existing community
facilities and who can benefit from the structured en
vironment of Chemawa without interfering with or impeding
the educational or social progress of other students.

d.

Those whose health or proper care is jeopardized by ill
ness of other members of the family.
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3.

Readmission Criteria
a,

A preadmission contract may be established with a student
who has been a disciplinary dismissal from Chemawa.

The

agreement will be established between the re-applicant
and the school by the Admissions Committee, and will
specify goals for the student to accomplish before he
come back to Chemawa.

Each agreement will be tailored to

the circumstances of the individual, will be based on our
knowledge of the student, and will be designed to include
achievable goals within a set time limit.

This allows the

motivated re-applicant the opportunity to prove to himself
that he can exercise control of himself and achieve a
meaningful goal as a result' of his own actions.
b.

Students who re-apply following disciplinary release from
Chemawa and whose history indicates a rejection of efforts
to control or modify their behavior maYQe admitted on pro
bation.

These students mayor may not have been involved

in a pre-admission contract.

Probation provides the stu

dent with a reasonable opportunity to demonstrate his
ability and willingness to adjust to Chemawa's structured
environment after he returns to Chemawa.
c.

Students in unexcused absence status for 10 consecutive
school days must re-apply for admission.

During the 10

day period the agency and/or parents will be reminded that
a letter of re-application explaining the unexcused absence
must be written to the superintendent by the student in
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order to consider him for re-admission.

(Chemawa staff

will,notify the agency and/or parents of the unexcused
absence of the student within 48 hours after the stu-·
dent's placement in this status.)
The student school history and social summary are the
key docUments in the development of plans for students;
as such, they must specify under which criteria admission
is sought and they must be accurate, coaplete and frank.
The interests of the prospective student cannot be
served if vital data are omitted concerning his function
ing in his own environment. . Incomplete applications, in
cluding those lacking high school transcripts, social
summaries, or agreement forms will not be approved.

If

not completed in'time, admission may be refused for the
current school term.

Prepared by:
Admissions Committee, Chemawa Indian School
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GUIDELINES FOR CHEMAWA
ALCOHOLISM EDUCATION CENTER
C.A.E.C.
INTRODUCTION:
Chemawa Alcoholism Education Center is an organization established
to assist students who are interested in or may be having drinking or
drug problems.

Its function is not to punish or fix blame.

All stu

dents are entitled to its services.
The student volunteer is first of all a concerned Chemawa Student.
He is NOT a policeman.

He offers an alternative to enforcement services

and the Juvenile Detention House.

The student volunteer is an fmportant

aspect of C.A.E.C. "Out-Reach" Program.
OPERATIONAL CODE & GUIDELINES:
1.

The student volunteer shares,' refers, accompanies, or secures

transportation through Security to the Health Center for any student who
is (a) experiencing difficulty in breathing, (b) unconscious, (c) in
jured, (d) threatened suicide, (e) having seizures or (f) has ingested
or injected an unknown substance.

(Bring in the last case, any pills,

containers, needles, pipes, etc., that may be available for identifica
tionlof the material).
2.

Students involved in drinking behavior will be handled on an

individual basis so far as possible.

The student volunteer shall make

the resources of C.A.E.C. available or may refer the student to his or
her dormitory.

In either case, C.A.E.C. or the dormitory is to be ad

vised of the action taken.
3.

In the event that a student is so intoxicated that he is of
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danger to himself and others, or property, Campus Security
is to be notified immediately.
4.

The student volunteer will be provided with a notebook at

C.A.E.C. prior to his or her duty hours.

All incidents should be

noted and logged in the notebook, including (a) date, (b) time,
(c) location, (d) students name, (e) brief description of observa
tions and action taken.

All notebooks shall be returned to C.A.E.C.

at the shift end, and all reports filed under the date in a central
loose leaf binder.
5.

All matters pertaining to the student volunteer's activities

with C.A.E.C., its staff and clientele shall be held in confidence by
the volunteer.

Releasing confidential information shall be cause for

immediate termination.
6.

Disciplinary action will follow if a student volunteer is

found to be involved in drinking or drug activities.
<a)

Immediate termination will result if the volunteer is found

to be drinking or taking drugs while on the job.
<b)

Two~eek

suspension will result if the volunteer is found

to be drinking or taking drugs during off duty hours.

Prepared by:
Stephen LaBuff, Director, Chemawa Alcohol Education Center
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CHEMAWA ALCOHOLISM EDUCATION CENTER
STRUCTURE & FUNCTION
SCHOOL YEAR 72-73
INTRODUCTION
The contents outlined below shall serve as a guide for the CAEC
project.

It is directed to both staff and the program.

OUTREACH POLICY
1.

To more efficiently extend the CAEC program to the student popula

tion, two counselors shall be assigned to coordinate the "Outreach
Project."
~tudent

Volunteers on the campus, at student activities and in the dor

m!tories.
(a)

These personnel shall work in close conjunction with CAEC

It shall be the function of the above to:
Inform the student population of the CAEC program and its

resources.
(b)

Counsel with individual students and groups regarding alcohol

and drug problems at Chemawa and in Indian communities.
(c)

Check individual students and groups for use of alcohol and

drug products.
(d)

Make referrals to CAEC based counselors of students requiring
;

follow-up, or long-term counseling
(e)

Coordinate in-dormitory education

pro~rams

for guidance staff

and student groups.
(f)

Submit a brief written narrative report of each day's activi

ties at the end of the shift.
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FACILITY BASED POLICY
1.

The Chemawa Alcoholism Education Center is the central office for

the project.

It coordinates the field services, has facilities for

group and individual counseling, and a detoxification unit.

Two

counselors will be assigned at the Center on a full-time basis.

It

shall be the function of the above to:
(a)

Provide extensive individual and group counseling to stu

dents experiencing a drinking or drug problem.

Comprehensive

records of actions taken with individuals involved shall be
maintained.
(b)

Provide supervision of the detoxification unit.

(c)

Make referrals to the Health Center, JDH or other appro

priate agencies of students requiring care beyond the scope of
CAEC.
(d)

Sponsor alcohol education program for students and staff at

CAEC.
OTHER AGENCY RELATIONS

1.

Comprehensive care required that other related agencies and re

sources become involved in the work of the Chemawa Alcoholism Educa
tion Center program.

To insure smooth relations with the above, the

following are set forth as guidelines:
HEALTH CENTER

(a)

Final responsibility for coordination of care of a client

cannot be shared.
, in the care of CAEC

In the last analysis the student must be either
~

the Chemawa School Health Center.
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(b)

Any CAEC alli~d person shall refer, accompany or secure

transportation through Security directly to the Health Center for
a student who is (1) experiencing difficulty in breathing, (2) un
conscious, (3) injured, (4) threatened suicide, (5) having seizures
or (6) has ingested an unknown substance.

(In the last case bring

any pills, containers, needles, pipes, etc., that may be available
for the identification of the material).
(c)

Referrals to the psychiatrist, available through the Health

Center should be made through Mrs. Irma Newton.

Referrals should

be accompanied by a written explanation of the circumstances pre
cipitating the request.

The student should be.counseled in ad

vance of the referral as to the reasons and anticipated outcomes
of the consultation.
(d)

Requests for training are encouraged and should be made

through the Health Center Service Unit Director.
GUIDANCE
(a)

CAEC will insure that the intoxicated student who has been a

guest of the Center is sober before he or she is returned to the
dormitory.

A student volunteer should. then assist the student

back to the dormitory and remain with him or her until the student
has been returned to his room and has gone to bed.
(b)

When students who have been referred to the Center by Dormi

tory Staff are ready to return to the dormitory, the dormitory will
be called and told that the student is leaving the Center and is
returning to: the dormitory.
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(c)

A CAEC staff member will call the dormitories by 10:00

P.M. on weekdays and 11:00 P.M. on weekends to inform dormitory
staff of students who are working as volunteers and those who
are guests.
(d)

CARC staff would like to conduct group counseling and in

formational meetings in the dormitories in regard to "alcohol
and drug abuse."

(e)

CAEC staff will spend time in the dormitories to establish

better working relationships with dormitory staff and gain a
better understanding of dormitory programs.

The staff of CAEC

will serve as an active member in the dormitory Resource Team to
help gain an understanding of the overall dynamics of individual
students referred to the Center.

They will aid other members of

Resource Team in understanding and helping those students who are
being aided through the CAEC program.
SECURITY
(a)

CAEC will provide assistance to Security, as well as other

staff in working with students who are intoxicated.

CAEC volun

teers on duty will talk with such students, encouraging them to
go to the dorm and to bed or to go to the CARC Center.

Security

will assist the Student Volunteers in dealing with the Chemawa
student as the need arises.

Security will work closely with stu

dent campus patrol and CAEC for more effective student control
o~er

student behavior; maintaining good on and off campus student

vigilance over liquor, drugs, and other abuses which may be harmful
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to students.
(b)

The Security and Safety Department may request assistance

from local, state,-and federal law enforcement agencies as
needed.
(c)

Security is immediately available to all night personnel by

means of telephone or electronic devices and keeps in close con
tact with the dormitory and CARC personnel throughout the eve
ning, giving support and assistance as needed.

prepared by:
Stephen LaBuff, Director, Chemawa Alcohol Education Center

